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Our vision:-To Provide holistic education that makes the island area a land of low-abiding
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To those who see with loving
eyes, life is beautiful

To those who speak with
tender voices, life is peaceful

To those who help with
gentle hands, life is full
And to those who care with
compassionate hearts, life is good
beyond all measure!

At GDC, Avanigadda, we leave
no stone unturned to offer
multitudes of opportunities to our
students; it is for them to make
the most of it. Students are
motivated to grab every
opportunity that comes their way
which would not only help in
their holistic growth but also
strengthen their belief in
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teamwork, which is important in
this fast-paced world. They are
taught the importance of
emotional balance, critical
thinking, and most importantly
accepting failure graciously! It is
our strife to endow them with all
these qualities and more.
We believe in empowering our
students in such a manner that
they act as representatives of a
meaningful and value-based
society! ‘Each morning, we are
born again What matters the most
is whether we have given our best
today’

Best Wishes,
Dr.D.Uma Rani

Principal
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1.Staff Achievements( Awards and Achievements)

Kum,A.VEERA KUMARI has successfully completed online Two – week refresher
course in Economics from 28th june to 12th july 2023 .Conducted on Teaching learning
center Ramanuja college, University of Delhi. Under the aegis of ministry of education
Pandit madan mohan malaviya mission on Teachers & Teaching .
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3. Community Corner (Extension and Outreach Activities)

World population day celebrated on Govt, Degree College,Avanigadda on 11th july .theme of this
programme “Unleashing the power of gender equality: Uplifting the voices of women and girls to unlock
our world's infinite possibilities”

Inauguration of Online Certificate course on YOGA to NCC –SD (Boys) on 27th july
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Meri matti- Mere desh programme on 29th july
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4. News from Departments

Dept. of History celebrate 125th birth anniversary of Alluri Sitarama Raju in GDC,Avanigdda on 04th

july.

Dept.of Computer science conduct an awareness programme on Become an
Edupreneur for young Women on 14th July.
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8.UpcomingEvents
 Pingali venkayy birth celebration .
 Awareness programme on Dewarming.
 Independence day celebration.
 Telugu language day celebreation.

9.Any other Important and Relevant Information related to the Institution.

2023 -2024 Academic year campaign on Avnigadda

NAAC ,SSR initial payment on 19th July.
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